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Note :- Attempt all questions from each Section as indicated. The

symbols have their usual meaning.

SECTION_A

l. Attempt all parts of this Section. Each part carries 2 marks :

(2x10=20)

(a) Findresidue ot -f @=i*atthepolez=-1.

(b) Defineharmonic function.

(c) State Convolution theorem for Fourier Transform.

(d) Find the Z-Transform of {n * }, O < t < r.

(e) Define coefficients of kurtosis.

(f) Define marginal and conditional distribution.

(g) Provethat: l6,n l<llxll llrll.
(h) DefineAbelian$oup.

(i) Define rate of convergence.

O Write the formula for Simpson's 3/8 rule.
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SECTION-B

Note :- Attempt any three parts of this Section. (10x3:30)
2. (a) Apply calculus residues to prove that :

p-coshax I a
I _____ dX = _SeC _ .

'ro coshn5 2 2

(b) lf F"(p)=)tan-, l, then find/(.r).

(c) show that Poisson distribution is a limiting form of binomial
distribution when p is a very small and n is very large. Also
find mean and variance of poisson dishibution.

(d) Ifp= p(x) : po *p,x * prx2 and q : q(x) : go * q,x * grxr,

then the inner product is defined by :

(p, q) : Po% + P,Q, * prQ, for the vectors X, : I t 2xl- 3x2

Xz = 3 * 5x + 5x2, X, = 2 + x* gx2. Find the orthogonal
vectors.

(e) Use Gauss-Seidel method to solve the following system of
simultaneous equations :

83x+ lly-42=95
7x+ 52y + l3z:104
3x + 8y +292=71

Perform four iterations.

SECTION_C

Note :- All questions ofthis Section are compulsory.Attemptany
two parts from each question : (l0xS=S0)

3. (a) In a two dimensional fluid flow, the stream function is

'V 
= -.:+V, findthevelocirypotential O.
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(b) Expand -f @)= . !- _ in Laurent series valid for

(z -t)(z -2)
region:

(i) lz- 1l> 1

I

(iD 0 <lz-zl< 1.

(c) State and prove Cauchy's Theorem.

4. (a) Find Fourier cosine transform of --l- and hence find
1+ x2

Fourier sine Transform of r
l+ x'

(b) Find the inverse Z-transform of :

F(z)=
(z -2)(32 -l)3

(c) Solve by Z-transform the difference equation :

!**z- 2!r*r* yk: 3k + 5. y(0) = 0,y(1) : l.

5. (a) In a certain factory manufacturing razor blades, there is a
small chance of 0.002 for any blade to be defective. The
blades are supplied inpackets of 10. Use suitable distribution
to calculate the approximate number ofpackets containing
no defective, one defective and two defective blades
respectively in a consignment of 20,000 packets.

(b) Find the moment generating function of the exponential
distibution:

I

-f(x1=:"-''",0 (Is a, c >0. HencefinditsmeanandS"D.
c
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x 0 I 2 4 5 6

r(x) I t4 15 5 6 19

(c) Calculate the first four moments about rue rilean for the
followingdata:

Class

Interval
0-10 t0-20 20-30 3040 40-50

Frequency 10 20 40 20 l0

6" (a) Examine the following vectors for linear dependence and
find the relation, if it exists :

Xr= (1,.2,1), X, : (3, l, 5), X, = (3, - 4, 5).

Let V be the vector space of all real valued continuous

functions over R. Then show that the solutions set W of
the differential equation :

,* *fi+ - 4y =0" is a subspace of V.dx" dx

Show that the intersection ofany two subspaces ofa vector

space is also a space of the same.

Use Newton's Divided difference formulato find (x) from

the following data:

(b)

(c)

7. (a)

(b) Compute the rate of convergence of Ndwton-Raphson

method.

(c) Apply Runge-Kutta fourth order method to find an

approximate value ofywhen x : 0.2, given that * =, *,

with initial conditiony: I atx:0.
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